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The Rosicrucian Enlightenment

•  Marriage of Elizabeth and Frederick (1612/13)
•  Protestant anti-Hapsburg Catholicism
•  Hermetic Reform and Reconciliation
•  Marriage Masque in The Tempest
•  Triumphal Chariot: Jason & Frederick	
•  Heidelberg Castle and Gardens
•  Death of Emperor Rudolf II (1612)
•  Prague as center of Hermetic movement: John Dee, Giordano 

Bruno
•  Impact of John Dee’s Monas on Confessio and Khunrath’s 

Amphitheatre
•  Fusion Magic, Cabala, Alchemy in Johann Andreae’s Chemical 

Wedding













The Chemical Wedding

•  Theodore de Bry: Publisher of Fludd and Maier
•  Both Paracelsist physicians
•  Fusion Dee, Bruno, Renaissance Alchemy, Cabala, 

Astrology, Magic
•  Connections to Heidelberg and Anhalt
•  Sponsor of Wedding Thames and Rhine
•  7 day narrative
•  5th Day: Door Underground, Vault illuminated by 

Huge Carbuncle Stone, Sepulchre with Inscriptions
•  6 coffins, 6 decapitations, 6 rebirths
•  6th: furnaces, alchemical apparatus
•  7th: departure by boat of “Knights of the Golden 

Stone”



Andreas Libavius

Alchymia, 1606















Robert Fludd (1574-1637) 

•  Royal College of Physicians, Rosicrucian 

•  Utriusque cosmi (de Bry, Oppenheim, 1617): Micro / Macrocosm 

•  Sophia, Holy Spirit, Word as Origin 

•  Darkness, Water, and Light 

•  Mosaic Origins (Greek Thieves!) 

•  Anima mundi: invisible fire, mental spirit, infinite power, 
multiplies, sustains, nourishes, bonds 

•  Sympathy / Antipathy; Venus / Mars; Eros / Eris	



























Jakob Böhme (1575-1624)



















Shakespeare’s Tempest
•  The Magus: Giordano Bruno (1582-1585) and Hermetic 

reform 
•  Wedding of Elizabeth, daughter of King James I, to 

Frederick, Elector of Palatine and King of Bohemia, 
1613

•  Prospero and John Dee (Advisor to Elizabeth until 
1583, discredited 1604 

•  3 Worlds (Agrippa): terrestrial (technology), celestial 
(alchemy, astrology), super-celestial (conjuring)

•  Shakespeare vs. Ben Jonson (The Tempest, 1611 vs. The 
Alchemist, 1610)

	



John Dee 
h'p://www.bri.shmuseum.org/research/collec.on_online/collec.on_object_details/

collec.on_image_gallery.aspx?par.d=1&asse.d=32721001&objec.d=3340529	











Nicolas Flamel (1330-1417?) 

•  French Edition 1612, English 1624 

•  Cluny, Arch in Churchyard of Innocents 

•  Collaboration with wife Perrenelle 

•  Apocalypse and Alchemy 

•  Book of Abraham the Jew with Greek Characters 

•  Thrice seven leaves with letters and figures 

•  1st: Virgin with Serpents swallowing her 

•  2nd: Cross with Crucified Serpent 

•  3rd: Deserts with Serpents coming from fountains  



•  4th and 5th Leaves: Mercury with wings and caduceus vs. 
Old man with hourglass and scythe to cut off Mercury’s feet 

•  Flower on top of high mountain with blue stem, white and 
red petals, leaves shining like gold, dragons and griffins 
round about 

•  Rose bush in garden by an Oak with boiling fountain 
flowing down into depths passing many people digging in 
search of it 

•  Last side of 1st leaf: King slaughtering the Infants, blood 
poured into vessel wherein sun and moon come to bathe 

•  Shows it to Master Anselme, then pilgrimage to 
Compostela, Master Canches, who deciphers the 
“Enigmaes” 

•  Transmutations (Silver + Gold) Philanthropy 







Book	of	Abraham	
Crucified	Serpent	2nd	Seventh	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
Desert	with	Serpents3rd	of	Seventh	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
4th	and	5th	Leaves	



Book	of	Abraham	
Flower	on	Mountain	Top	5th	Leaf	
	



Book	of	Abraham	
Rose	Bush,	Oak	Fountain,	Garden	5th	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
Herod,	Infants,	Sun	and	Moon	Last	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
Two	Dragons	



Tympanum and Christianity 

•  Salvation and the Alchemical Mysteries 

•  Passion and Resurrection / Transmutation 

•  Two Dragons, Winged Lion and Man = Sins and 

devil dragging man to hell 

•  Nicholas and Perrenelle, Peter and Paul, Herod, 

Last Judgment, Christ and Stone 

•  Theology, Alchemy, and Cabbala 



Tympanum and Alchemy

•  Figures, Colors, Investiture Vessel 
•  Pen and Inkhorn: Philosopher’s Egg, Three Vessels 

(Athanor, Balneum Mariae, Furnace, Green Lion, Prison, 
Grave, Womb)  

•  Perrenelle and Saint Peter: stone and multiplication 
(opening and shutting doors) 

•  Man holding foot of the lion: woman lifting him up out of 
poverty and infirmity, out of the dead and standing waters of 
Egypt to dwell in “Emperiall Heaven” and drink from 
Fountains of everlasting life 









Flamel’s	Tombstone	

« Feu Nicolas Flamel, jadis 
écrivain, a laissé par son 
testament à l'œuvre de cette 
église certaines rentes et 
maisons, qu'il avait fait 
acquises et achetées à son 
vivant, pour faire certain 
service divin et distributions 
d'argent chaque an par 
aumônes touchant les Quinze 
Vingt, l'Hôtel Dieu et autres 
églises et hospitaux de Paris. 
Soit prié ici pour les 
trépassés. »

"Fire Nicolas Flamel, formerly 
a writer, left in his will to the 
work of the church and some 
rents houses, which he had 
acquired and purchased his 
lifetime, for some divine 
service and distributions of 
money each year by alms 
affecting Fifteen Twenty, Hotel 
Dieu Hospital wares and other 
churches of Paris. Be requested 
for the dead here” (Pray for 
their trespasses).



Atalanta Fugiens (1617) !
!

Michael Maier & Matthäus Merian �

Jung’s Copy

http://www.e-rara.ch/cgj/alch/content/pageview/
1906000

English Translations

http://www.levity.com/alchemy/atalanta.html
	





















Emblem 2
	

His nurse is the earth. Romulus is said to have 
been nursed at the coarse udders of a wolf, But 
Jupiter to have been nursed by a goat, and these 
facts are said to be believed: Should we then 
wonder if we assert That the earth suckles the 
tender Child of the Philosophers with itsmilk? If 
an insignificant animal nursed such great heroes, 
Shall he not be great, who has the Terrestrial 
Globe as a nurse.





Emblem 3
	

Go to the woman who washes the sheets and do 
as she does. Let not he who loves scrutinizing 
secret dogmas Neglect to take as an example 
everything that can help him; Don’t you see how 
a woman is accustomed to cleaning dirty laundry 
by pouring hot water over it? Follow her 
example, so that you will not fail in your art, For 
the water washes the precipitation of the black 
body away.





Emblem 4
	
Join brother and sister, and hand them the cup 
with the love potion. The human race would not 
be so numerous now in the world, If not, as first 
wife, the sister had been given to the brother, So 
join two descendants of one pair of parents with 
confidence, That they may live in marriage as 
husband and wife, Drink to each of them from 
the cup with the sweet love potion, And their 
love will raise the hope of fruit.
	





Emblem 5
	
Put a toad to the breasts of a woman, that she 
may feed it, And the woman may die, and the 
toad grows big from the milk. Put a cold toad at 
the breast of a woman, So that it may drink from 
the source of milk like a child. Let it swell into a 
large growth, And let the woman become ill and 
die. Make a noble medicine from it, Which drives 
the poison out of the human heart and takes 
away destruction.
	





Emblem 6
	

Sow your gold in the white foliated earth. The 
farmers entrust their seed to the fat earth, After 
having foliated it with their mattocks. The 
philosophers have taught that gold must be 
scattered over white fields Which react like a light 
leaf. When you undertake this, pay good 
attention to it, For from the wheat you see, as in a 
mirror, that gold germinates.
	





Emblem 7
	
A young bird came into being, flying up from the 
nest, And fell back into the nest again. The eagle 
had built a nest in a hollow rock, In which it hid 
and fed its young: One of them wanted to rise on 
its light wings, But was kept back by its brother, a 
wingless bird. That was why the bird, flying up, 
fell back into the nest, which it had left; Connect 
them, head to tail, and you will succeed.
	





Emblem 8
	

Take the egg and pierce it with a fiery sword. 
There is a bird in the world, more sublime than 
all, Let it be your only care to find its egg. The 
albumen softly surrounds the golden yolk, Attack 
it cautiously with a fiery sword, (as is the 
custom); Let Mars assist Vulcan; the bird arising 
from it Will be a conqueror of iron and fire.
	





Emblem 9
	
Lock the tree with the old man in a bedewed house, 
And, by eating of the tree’s fruit, the old man becomes 
young. Enclose the old man and the tree in a house of 
dew, and eating of its fruit he will be made young. In the 
garden of Wisdom stands a tree, which produces gold 
apples, You should take this tree, with our old man; Let 
them be locked up in a glass house, wet with dew, And 
let them stay there together for many days: Then, o 
wonder, he will eat his fill from the tree’s fruit, So that 
he, who was formerly an old man, becomes young 
again.
	





Emblem 10
	

Give fire to fire, Mercury to Mercury, and it is enough to 
you. The entire Machina Mundi, riveted together, 
depends on this chain, That everything alike rejoices in 
the like: In this way Mercury is connected with Mercury 
and fire with fire, May this be given to you as the 
ultimate object for your art. Vulcan sets Hermes in 
motion, but the winged Hermes Dissolves you, O 
Cynthia, but she, your sister, decomposes you o
Apollo.
	





Emblem 11
	
Make Latona white and tear up the books. Whiten 
Latona and tear up the books. Everyone knows Latona’s 
twins, Who, according to the legend, were children of 
Jupiter. Others assert that the twins were a union of the 
sunlight And the moon, which has black stains on its 
face. Therefore get yourself ready, to make Latona white. 
And without delay tear up the unclear books, which 
harm you.
	





Emblem 12
	
The Stone that Saturn devoured instead of Jupiter his 
son, and vomited up, was placed upon Mount Helicon 
as a monument for mortals. You want to know the 
reason why so many poets sing of the Helicon, And say 
that everybody must try to reach the top of it? At its 
summit a Stone has been placed as a souvenir, The Stone 
that was devoured and spit out by Jupiter’s father in his 
stead, If you take these words at their face value, you are 
out of your senses, For this Stone of Saturn is Chemical.
	





Emblem 13
	
The ore of the philosophers is dropsical and wants to be 
washed seven times in the river, just as Naaman, the 
leper, washed in the Jordan. The sick ore of the Wise is 
entirely swollen by dropsy, And therefore it yearns for 
the benefiting waters. Just as Naaman expelled the traces 
of leprosy in the Jordan, It is washed by its waters three 
and four time: So throw your body into the sweet water 
And soon that will bring the strength of health in cases 
of disease.
	





Emblem 14
	

This is the dragon which devours its own tail. Here is 
the Dragon that devours his own tail. An atrocious 
hunger taught the Polyps to gnaw at their own legs, And 
taught men to feed on human flesh. Now the dragon, 
while it bites itself in its tail and devours it, For the most 
part itself, becomes food for itself. This dragon will have 
to be conquered, by the sword, hunger and 
imprisonment, Till it devours itself and spits itself out, 
kills itself and generates itself again.





Emblem 15
	

Let the work of the potter, consisting of the dry and wet, 
teach you. Let the work of the potter, which consists in 
[combining] dry and wet, teach thee. Look how the 
potter forms his vessels on the swift wheel, Whilst with 
his foot he mixes the clay with the water; He always 
relies on two things, So that by his dexterity the liquid 
quenches the thirst of the dry substances. Act in the 
same way, now wiser by this example.
	





Emblem	16	
	

The	feathers	one	lion	has	not,	the	other	has.The	Lion,	
the	conqueror	of	the	quadrupeds,	of	a	powerful	
disposi.on	and	strong	of	claws,	Fights	without	fear	
and	rejects	flight,	Let	him	hold	with	his	paws	the	
winged	Lioness,	who	flees	and	wants	to	take	up	with	
her	the	male	lion.	But	the	la'er	stands	on	the	ground	
immovable	and	keeps	her	from	flying;	May	this	
picture	of	Nature	show	you	the	way.	
	





Emblem	17	
	

A	fourfold	fire-ball	controls	the	work.	You	who	imitate	
the	work	of	Nature	must	look	for	four	balls,	In	which	a	
bright	fire	is	ac.ve.	Let	the	undermost	have	reference	
to	Vulcan,	but	let	the	second	one	show	Mercury	well,	
The	third	circle	spans	Luna;	The	fourth,	yours,	Apollo,	
is	also	called	the	fire	of	Nature:	Let	this	chain	guide	
your	hands	in	art.	
	





Emblem	18	
	

The	fire	likes	making	things	fiery,	but	not,	like	the	
gold,	making	gold.	Fire	loves	to	ignite,	but	gold	does	
not	love	to	make	gold.	As	far	as	there	has	been	an	
ac.ve	principle	in	nature,	It	spreads	its	forces	around	
and	wants	to	mul.ply	them.	In	this	way	fire	makes	
everything	it	meets	fiery,	And	there	is	nothing	that	
produces	a	noble	work	without	cause.	By	itself	gold	
makes	nothing	fiery,	neither	does	fire	make	gold,	
Each	thing	discerns	the	seed	which	it	carries	in	itself.	
	





Emblem	19	
	

If	you	kill	one	of	the	four,	everybody	will	be	dead	
immediately.	If	thou	killest	one	of	four,	all	at	once	will	
die.	Twice	two	brothers	are	standing	in	a	long	row,	
One	of	whom	holds	a	lump	of	earth	in	his	hand	and	a	
second	one	carrier	water;	The	share	of	the	others	is	
air	and	fire,	If	you	want	them	to	perish,	kill	only	one	
of	them;	And	all	will	be	ex.rpated	by	the	murder	of	
their	rela.ve,	Because	mutual	bonds	of	nature	unite	
them.	
	





Emblem	20	
	

Nature	teaches	nature,	in	order	to	fight	the	fire.	
Nature	teaches	Nature	to	vanquish	fire.	The	all-
devouring	flame	pushed	fiercely	forward	like	a	
Dragon,	In	order	to	destroy	the	excep.onal	beauty	of	
the	virgin;	And	ader	that	she,	all	in	tears,	was	
accidentally	seen	by	a	man,	The	la'er	was	ready	to	
help	her.	Protec.ng	her	immediately	with	his	shield	
he	turned	on	the	enemy,	And	taught	her	to	despise	
such	great	threats	with	for.tude.	
	





Emblem	21	
	
Make	a	circle	out	of	a	man	and	a	woman,	out	of	this	a	square,	
out	of	this	a	triangle,	Make	a	circle	and	you	will	have	the	
Philosopher’s	Stone.	Make	from	the	male	and	female	a	circle,	
then	a	square,	aderwards	a	triangle,	from	which	make	a	
circle,	and	thou	shalt	have	the	Philosopher’s	Stone.	Make	a	
circle	out	of	a	man	and	a	woman,	From	which	a	quadrangular	
body	arises	with	equal	sides,	Derive	from	it	a	triangle,	which	
is	in	contact	on	all	sides	with	a	round	sphere:	Then	the	Stone	
will	have	come	into	existence.	If	such	a	great	thing	is	not	
immediately	clear	in	your	mind	Then	know,	that	you	will	
understand	everything,	if	you	understand	the	theory	of	
Geometry.	

	





Emblem	22	
	

When	you	have	obtained	the	white	lead,	then	do	
women’s	work,	that	is	to	say:	COOK.	Whosoever	
wants	to	achieve	much	with	li'le	trouble,	Should	
throw	snow	in	Saturn’s	black	face:	And	the	whitest	
material	of	lead	will	fall	to	you,	Ader	which	only	
women’s	work	remains.	The	you	should	cook,	like	a	
woman,	who	puts	her	pans	on	the	fire,	But	take	care	
that	the	Truta	dissolves	in	its	own	fluid.	
	





Emblem	23	
	
It	rains	gold,	while	Pallas	is	born	in	Rhodes	and	while	
Sol	cohabits	with	Venus.	Gold	rains	down,	while	Pallas	
is	born	in	Rhodes	and	Sol	lies	with	Venus.	It	is	a	
wonderful	story—as	Greece	makes	us	believe—	
Which	is	celebrated	by	the	inhabitants	of	Rhodes.	
They	say	that	a	gold	rain	descended	from	the	clouds,	
When	Sol	was	united	in	love	with	the	Cyprian	
goddess:	May	then	also,	when	Pallas	breaks	out	of	
Jupiter’s	head,	The	gold	descend	into	the	retort	
des.ned	to	it,	like	a	rainshower.	
	





Emblem	24	
	
The	wolf	devoured	the	king	and	ader	the	wolf	had	
been	burnt,	it	returned	the	king	to	life.	The	wolf	
devoured	the	King	and,	cremated,	restored	him	to	
life.	Make	sure	that	you	catch	the	voracious	wolf,	By	
throwing	the	king’s	body	before	it,	that	it	may	sa.sfy	
its	voracity	with	it,	Then	throw	it	on	the	pile,	where	
Vulcan	kindles	the	fire,	That	through	this	the	monster	
may	be	reduced	to	ashes.	Do	this	.me	ader	.me,	and	
so	the	king	will	rise	from	death,	And	he	will	be	proud	
of	his	Lion’s	heart.	
	





Emblem	25	
	
The	Dragon	does	not	die,	if	it	is	not	killed	by	its	
brother	and	sister,	i.e.	Sol	and	Luna.	The	Dragon	does	
not	die	unless	it	is	slain	with	its	brother	and	sister,	
who	are	Sun	and	Moon.	It	is	no	insignificant	work	of	
art,	to	kill	the	Dragon	in	such	a	way,	That	it	does	not	
crawl	along	the	ground,	soon	revived.	Its	own	brother	
and	sister	together	smash	its	head	with	a	club,	And	
nothing	else	can	bring	it	down.	Phoebus	is	its	brother,	
and	Cynthia	its	sister,	The	Python	was	felled	by	his	
hand,	Orion	by	hers.	
	





Emblem	26	
	
The	fruit	of	human	wisdom	is	the	Wood	of	Life.	The	
fruit	of	human	Wisdom	is	the	Tree	of	Life.	In	human	
affairs	there	is	no	greater	wisdom,	Than	that	from	
which	arise	wealth	and	health.	In	her	right	hand	she	
keeps	a	long	life	in	good	health,	But	her	led	hand	
conceals	overwhelming	treasures.	When	somebody	
approaches	her	with	head	and	hand,	She	will	be	for	
him	of	the	same	value	as	the	fruit	of	the	Tree	of	
Life.	
	





Emblem	27	
	
He	who	tries	to	penetrate	into	the	Philosophical	Rose	
Garden	without	a	key,	resembles	a	man	who	wants	to	
walk	without	feet.	The	Rosegarden	of	Wisdom	has	an	
abundance	of	various	flowers,	But	the	gate	is	always	
closed	with	strong	bolts;	Only	one	thing	of	li'le	value	
is	found	in	the	world	which	is	the	key	to	it.	Without	
this	key	you	will	walk	like	somebody	without	legs.	You	
will	try	in	vain	to	climb	up	to	the	steep	top	of	the	
Parnassus,	You,	who	have	hardly	sufficient	strength	to	
remain	standing	on	flat	ground.	
	





Emblem	28	
	
The	king	is	bathed,	silng	in	a	steam-bath,	And	he	is	
freed	from	the	black	bile	by	Pharut.	The	King	is	
bathed,	silng	in	the	Laconian	bath,	and	is	freed	from	
his	black	bile	by	Pharut.	King	Duenech,	shining	with	
the	weapons	of	the	Green	Lion,	Swollen	by	bile,	was	
horrible	in	his	behavior,	Thereupon	he	sends	for	the	
physician	Pharut,	The	la'er	promises	him	health	and	
has	a	steam-bath	prepared,	Herein	he	bathes	and	
bathes	again,	under	the	glass	arch,	Till,	by	the	wet	
dew,	he	is	freed	from	all	bile.	





Emblem	29	
	
Just	as	the	Salamander,	the	stone	lives	in	the	fire.	As	
the	Salamander	lives	in	the	Fire	so	does	the	Stone.	
The	Salamander	lives	more	vigourously	in	a	red-hot	
fire	Without	paying	a'en.on	to	your	threats,	Vulcan:	
In	the	same	way	also	the	Stone,	which	was	born	in	an	
ever	burning	fire,	Does	not	shun	the	merciless	glow	of	
the	flames.	The	Salamander,	which	is	cold	in	itself,	
ex.nguishes	the	fire	and	gets	off	scot-free,	But	the	
Stone	is	hot	and	is	further	helped	by	an	equal	heat.	
	





Emblem	30	
	

The	sun	needs	the	moon,	like	the	cock	needs	the	hen.	
O,	Sun,	you	do	not	achieve	anything	alone,	if	I	am	not	
present	with	my	forces,	Just	as	the	cock	is	useless	
without	the	help	of	the	hen.	And	in	my	turn	I,	the	
moon,	want	your	help,	Just	as	the	cock	is	desired	by	
the	hen.	Foolish	is	he	who	would	want	to	free	from	
the	bonds	those	things	From	which	Nature	urgently	
requires	that	they	are	united.	





Emblem	31	
	
The	king,	swimming	in	the	sea,	calling	in	a	loud	voice:	
He	who	saves	me	will	get	a	tremendous	reward.	The	
King	swimming	in	the	sea,	crying	aloud:	Whoever	
saves	me	will	obtain	a	great	reward.	The	king,	on	
whose	head	the	crown	pressed	heavily,	Swims	in	the	
wide	sea,	and	con.nually	calls	in	a	loud	voice:	Why	do	
you	not	come	to	my	rescue?	Why	do	you	not	all	rush	
forward,	You	whom	I	can	make	happy,	once	I	am	
saved	from	the	waters?	Take	me	back	to	my	realm,	if	
you	are	sensible,	And	no	poverty	nor	any	bodily	
disease	will	vex	you	any	more.	
	





Emblem	32	
	

As	coral	grows	under	water,	and,	exposed	to	the	air,	
gets	hard,	so	also	the	stone.	A	moist	plant,	living	
under	the	waves	of	the	sea	near	Sicily,	Mul.plied	its	
branches	in	the	tepid	water.	That	plant	is	called	Coral,	
and	gets	harder,	When	Boreas	sends	frost	from	the	
cold	North.	It	becomes	stone,	with	many	ramifica.ons	
and	has	a	red	colour:	This	is	a	suitable	image	for	the	
Stone	of	Nature.	
	





Emblem	33	
	

The	Hermaphrodite,	resembling	a	dead	person,	lying	
in	the	dark,	needs	fire.	The	Hermaphrodite,	who	lies	
in	darkness	like	a	corpse,	needs	fire.	Look,	the	two-
headed	Hermaphrodite	resembles	a	dead	person.	
When	his	moistness	has	been	taken	away	from	him:	
When	he	hides	himself	in	the	dark	night,	he	needs	
fire.	Give	it	to	him	and	life	will	return	immediately.	
All	the	power	of	the	stone	lies	hidden	in	the	fire,	All	
the	power	of	Sulphur	in	the	gold,	the	power	of	
Mercury	in	the	silver.	
	





Emblem	34	
	

He	is	received	into	the	bath,	and	he	is	born	in	the	sky,	
But	having	become	red,	he	strides	over	the	waters.	
Conceived	in	baths,	and	born	in	the	air,	made	truly	
red,	he	steps	on	the	waters.	The	bath	shines	because	
of	the	concep.on	of	the	child,	and	the	sky	because	of	
his	birth,	And	ader	that,	red,	he	strides	over	the	
waters,	And	he	becomes	white	on	top	of	the	
mountains,	He	who	con.nually	remains	the	sole	care	
of	scien.sts.	He	is	a	stone	and	he	is	not	a	stone,	and	
when	somebody	possesses	this	noble	gid	of	heaven,	
By	a	present	of	God,	he	will	be	happy.	
	





Emblem	35	
	

Just	as	Ceres	accustomed	Triptolemus	and	just	as	The.s	
accustomed	Achilles	to	stay	under	the	fire,	so	the	master	
accustomed	the	stone.	As	Ceres,	Triptolemus,	and	The.s	
Achilles	became	accustomed	to	linger	under	the	fire,	so	
will	the	maker	of	the	Stone.	Look	how	Triptolemus	and	
Achilles,	hardened	in	ba'le,	Learnt	to	suffer	scorching	
heat,	at	the	instruc.on	of	their	mother.	The	divine	Ceres	
hardened	the	one,	The.s	the	other,	in	the	fire	by	night,	
While	in	the	day-.me	she	offered	her	breasts,	rich	with	
milk;	Let	the	bea.fic	medicine	of	the	Wise	become	
accustomed	in	the	same	way,	So	that	he	may	enjoy	the	
fire,	just	as	the	child	the	breast.	
	





Emblem	36	
	

The	Stone	has	been	thrown	onto	the	earth	and	lided	
onto	the	mountains;	It	lives	in	the	air	and	feeds	in	the	
rivers,	that	is,	Mercury.	It	is	said	that	the	Stone	is	
refuse	of	li'le	value,	And	lies	accidentally	on	the	
roads,	so	that	rich	and	poor	have	it	ready	to	hand.	
Others	allege	that	it	is	to	be	found	on	the	tops	of	the	
mountains,	through	the	heights	of	the	air,	But	others	
in	their	turn	think	that	it	feeds	in	the	rivers.	This	is	all	
true,	in	its	own	meaning,	But	I	advise	you	to	look	for	
such	great	gids	in	mountainous	places.	
	





Emblem	37	
	

Three	things	are	sufficient	for	mastership;	White	
smoke,	that	is,	water,	the	green	Lion,	that	is,	the	ore	
of	Hermes,	and	s.nking	water.	Three	things	form	the	
founda.on	of	the	mastership	S.nking	water,	snow-
white	vapour,	and	a	Lion	with	a	green	fur;	Like	a	
mother,	the	water	produces	the	other	elements	And	
for	the	wise	it	is	the	last	and	first	factor	in	the	making	
of	the	stone.	But	the	ore	of	Hermes	is	the	green	Lion,	
And	the	stone,	known	from	the	chapters	of	the	books,	
is	white	smoke	and	water.	
	





Emblem	38	
	

Like	the	Hermaphrodite,	the	Rebis	is	born	out	of	two	
mountains,	of	Mercury	and	Venus.	In	An.quity	they	
called	a	twofold	being	Rebis,	Because	it	is	man	and	
woman	in	one	body,	the	Hermaphrodite.	For	it	is	said	
that	the	Hermaphrodite	is	born	on	two	mountains,	To	
whom	the	all-feeding	Venus	gave	birth	for	Hermes.	
Do	not	despise	the	bisexual	being.	For	man	as	well	as	
woman,	who	together	are	one	and	the	same,	will	give	
birth	to	the	King	for	you.	





Emblem	39	
	

Oedipus,	having	conquered	the	Sphinx	and	having	
killed	his	father	Laius,	married	his	mother.	By	his	art,	
Oedipus	made	the	Sphinx	kill	herself,	The	Sphinx,	who	
was	terrifying	for	the	Thebans	by	enigma.c	language;	
It	was	asked:	who	has	twice	two	feet	in	the	morning,	
In	the	middle	of	the	day	two,	and	when	evening	
comes	three.	Ader	that	the	conqueror	killed	his	father	
Laius,	who	was	not	willing	to	give	way,	And	married	
the	woman	who	was	his	mother.	





Emblem	40	
	

Make	one	water	out	of	two	waters,	and	it	will	be	the	
water	of	holiness.	There	are	two	sources,	spou.ng	a	
clear,	strong	stream,	One	of	them,	the	source	of	the	
Small	Boy,	has	hot	water;	The	other,	which	has	cold	
water,	is	called	the	Virgin’s	Source,	Unite	the	one	with	
the	other,	that	the	two	waters	may	be	one:	This	
stream	will	possess	the	forces	of	each	of	them,	mixed	
together,	Just	as	the	source	of	Jupiter	Hammon	is	hot	
and	cold	at	the	same	.me.	





Emblem	41	
	

Adonis	is	killed	by	a	boar,	and	Venus,	rushing	up	to	
him,	painted	the	roses	red	with	her	blood.	Adonis	is	
killed	by	a	wild	boar.	Venus,	hastening	to	help,	
colours	the	roses	with	Adonis’	blood.	From	her	own	
father,	Myrha	received	the	beau.ful	Adonis,	The	
favourite	of	Venus,	whom	a	boar	killed.	Venus	rushed	
up,	and,	wounding	her	foot,	She	herself	coloured	red	
with	her	blood	the	rose,	which	had	been	white	at	
first.	The	Goddess	weeps—the	Syrians	weep,	and	the	
whole	world	is	plunged	into	deep	mourning—	And	
she	put	Adonis	down	under	the	tender	le'uce.	





Emblem	42	
	

May	Nature,	Reason,	Exercise	and	Literature	be	the	
guide,	staff,	spectacles	and	lamp	for	him	who	
par.cipates	in	chemistry.	Nature	be	your	guide:	
follow	her	with	your	art	willingly,	closely,	You	err,	if	
she	is	not	your	companion	on	your	own,	Reason	be	
your	staff,	Exercise	may	strengthen	your	sight,	On	
account	of	which	the	things	that	are	far	away	can	be	
discerned,	Literature	be	your	lamp,	shining	in	the	
darkness,	In	order	to	guard	you	against	an	
accumula.on	of	things	and	words.	





Emblem	43	
	

Listen	to	the	garrulous	vulture	who	does	not	deceive	
you	at	all.	Atalanta	listens	to	the	Vulture,	which	does	
not	speak	falsely.	The	vulture	is	standing	on	the	top	of	
a	high	mountain,	Incessantly	calling:	It	is	said	that	I	
am	white	and	black,	Yellow	and	red	and	I	do	not	lie	at	
all;	The	same	is	the	case	with	the	raven,	which	is	
accustomed	to	fly	without	wings.	In	the	dark	night	
and	in	the	clear	light	of	the	adernoon,	For	the	one	as	
well	as	the	other	is	the	main	thing	of	your	art.	





Emblem	44	
	

Typhon	kills	Osiris	by	a	ruse,	and	ader	that	he	sca'ers	
his	limbs	far	and	wide,	but	the	famous	Isis	collects	
them.	Syria	has	Adonis,	Greece	has	Dionysus,	Egypt	
has	Osiris,	who	is	nobody	else	but	the	Sun	of	Wisdom;	
Isis	is	the	sister,	wife	and	mother	of	Osiris,	Whose	
limbs	are	dissected	by	Typhon,	but	which	she	joins	
together.	But	the	phallus	was	lost,	spread	over	the	
waves,	For	the	Sulphur,	which	produced	Sulphur,	is	
missing.	





Emblem	45	
	

The	Sun	and	its	shadow	complete	the	work.	The	Sun,	
the	bright	torch	of	Heaven	does	not	penetrate	dense	
bodies,	That	is	why	there	remains	shadow	on	the	
parts	turned	away	from	it;	Although	the	shadow	is	the	
most	insignificant	of	all	things,	It	has	been	of	much	
use	to	the	Astronomers:	But	Sol	and	its	shadow	give	
more	gids	to	the	Philosophers	Because	it	means	the	
comple.on	of	the	art	of	making	gold.	





Emblem	46	
	

Two	eagles	meet,	the	one	from	the	East,	the	other	
from	the	West.	Jupiter	sent	a	couple	of	eagles	from	
Delphi,	As	is	said,	to	the	regions	of	sunrise	and	sunset:	
While	he	desires	to	inves.gate	into	the	centre	of	the	
Earth,	These	eagles	return	simultaneously	to	Delphi,	
according	to	the	legend,	But	they	are	two	stones	
belonging	together,	which	meet	in	the	right	way.	The	
one	from	the	East,	the	other	from	the	West.	





Emblem	47	
	

The	wolf,	coming	from	the	East,	and	the	Dog,	coming	
from	the	West,	have	bi'en	each	other.	The	Wolf	
comes	from	the	place	where	the	Sun	rises;	But	from	
where	the	Sun	sinks	into	the	Sea,	The	Dog	comes,	in	
raging	fury:	The	one	bites	the	other,	and	the	other	
bites	back,	in	a	torturous	rage,	They	were	both	seen	
furious,	with	their	muzzles	wide	open.	They	are	the	
stones	belonging	to	each	other,	which	are	five	away	
for	nothing.	





Emblem	48	
	

When	the	king	had	drunk	from	the	waters,	he	became	
ill,	Ader	he	had	been	treated	by	the	physicians	he	
regained	his	health.	The	king	of	the	spring,	powerful	
on	account	of	his	wealth	and	people,	liked	water,	
Which	was	brought	to	him	by	his	servants,	at	his	
order,	He	drank	and	drank	again	and	soon	his	veins	
were	saturated	with	it,	And	he,	gayly-coloured,	was	
caught	by	famous	physicians.	Ader	they	had	purified	
him	by	lelng	him	sweat,	purge	and	vomit	Both	his	
cheeks	were	soon	coloured	rose-red.		





Emblem	49	
	
The	Philosophical	Child	acknowledges	three	fathers,	
just	as	Orion.	According	to	the	legend	Phoebus,	
Vulcan	and	Hermes	gathered	their	sperm	in	an	ox-
hide;	And	all	three	equally	became	the	father	of	the	
great	Orion.	Truly,	it	is	said,	the	child	of	Wisdom	
proceeded	likewise	from	three	fathers:	For	Sol	is	its	
first	father,	Vulcan	its	second,	as	is	said,	And	its	third	
father	excels	in	art.	





Emblem 50 
	
 

The Dragon kills the woman, and she kills it, and 
together they bathe in the blood. Have a deep grave 
dug for the poisonous Dragon, with which the woman 
should be tightly intertwined: While it rejoices in the 
marriage-bed, she dies. And have the Dragon buried 
together with her. In doing so its body is abandoned to 
death and is imbued with blood: Now this is the true 
path of your art. 



Johann	Daniel	Mylius	

Philosophia	Reformata	
1622	





















Invisible College

•  Continued presence of Elizabeth in The Hague: Sister 
of Charles 1st, Grandmother of George 1st

•  Comenius, Haak, Wilkins of Palatinate cause and 
“Invisible College” at Oxford

•  1652 Thomas Vaughn’s translation of Chymische 
Hochzeit

•  1654 John Webster’s Examen: fusion philosophy of 
Hermes and Paracelsus

•  1660 Founding of Royal Society, Robert Boyle’s 
enthusiasm for “Invisible College”



Ashmole and Newton 

•  1660’s John Heyden’s Rosicrucian publications
•  1652 Elias Ashmole’s Theatricum Chemicum 

Britannicum
•  Alchemist, Astrologer, Admirer Dee and Maier: 

Rosicrucian revival
•  1672 History Order of the Garter (Royal Wedding 

Revisited)
•  Newton’s interest in Dee, Maier, Ashmole



Elias Ashmole (1617-1692) 

•  Ashmolean Museum, Bodleian Library 
•  Royal Society, Astrologer, Rosicrucian 
•  Manuscripts with red letters and mathematical diagrams 

destroyed during Dissolution of the Monasteries 
•  English origins: Druids, Bards 
•  Mineral stone: transmutation 
•  Vegetable: knowledge & fruition of nature 
•  140yr old Hermit’s stone in Golden Box 
•  Magical stone: remote viewing, language of birds 
•  Angelical stone: converse with angels, prophetic vision 
•  Primacy of poetry: Linus to Orpheus 

 



Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) 

•  Light, Optics, Planetary Orbits, Math, Physics 

•  Principia Mathematica (1684) 

•  Dobbs, Foundations of Newton’s Alchemy  

•  Mercury dissolving all metals 

•  Tree of Hermes; Ascent and Descent 

•  Creation: 4 Elements out of Chaos	















Altus, Mutus Liber (1677) 





Lambsprinck	
	

Musaeum	Herme.cum	(1678)	















Michelspacher		
	

Spiegel	der	Kabala	(Augsburg	1654)	





Lambsprinck	
	

Musaeum	Herme.cum	(1678)	











Athanasius	Kirchner	

1602-1680	































Janitor	Pansophus	

Musaeum	Herme.cum,	Frankfort	
1678	

















18th Century Transmissions 



Georg	Gichtel,	Theosophia	Prac1ca	(1736)	





Geheime	Figuren	der	Rosenkreutzer	(1785-88)	
















